
EUME 2020 JULY 4-18, REPORT ONLINE 15 DAY DP WORKSHOP 

 
 

From July 4 to 18 2020, we held a 15 day online Divine Principle workshop over Zoom. Almost 800 

participants registered for this workshop, and we had daily connections of 250 to 300, but certain 

centers watched in groups, so we estimate a daily watching rate of over 400. Every afternoon, we 

sent out the Zoom recording to registered participants, and the ones that couldn’t attend directly, 

could watch the program later in the day. 

 

The online program was every day from 10am to 12.30pm CET. There were two lectures of 45 

minutes each, one group discussion with random group assignment by Zoom, and in the end a Q&A 

session with the lecturer answering questions from the participants. We also had inspirational and 

song videos to lighten up the atmosphere. 

 

We went through all chapters of the Divine Principle until the 2nd Coming, and we finished with True 

Parents’ Life Course. The three lecturers were Ashley Crosthwaite from the UK, Rainer Fuchs from 

Germany and Giuseppe Cali from Italy. 

 

The audience was very enthusiastic and inspired, as the lectures were well done by sharing 

Powerpoint presentations. They studies DP, but they also received lots of internal guidance for their 

lives. We received many encouraging and appreciative comments and messages every day. 

 

The participants were a mix of all categories of age, guests and members. For the guests, it was 

amazing that they could receive this contents from their home, and they could discover the Principle 

step by step and understand about True Parents. For the members it was a refreshing experience of 

being reborn. 

 

On the last day (Day 15), Dr. Michael Balcomb presented a “Call to Action” and gave us all 

homework, to bring each three new guests to the upcoming 2 Day Seminar (again online), which will 

take place beginning of August. He also encouraged everybody to bring participants to True Mother’s 

Online Rally of Hope on August 9th. Dr. Balcomb presented the Centenary website and promoted 

True Father’s Autobiography and True Mother’s Memoirs. 

 

This workshop was a real success, and we were all surprised to have so many participants with so 

much interest to study the Divine Principle. We understand from it that DP is essential and the most 

powerful teaching. This is the first time, we held a DP workshop online, but we can already see the 

potential of this. 
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During Group Discussion 

 



 
Mr. Ashley Crosthwaite lecturing True Parents’ Life Course 

 

 
Dr. Michael Balcomb’s “Call to Action” session 

 

 

Participants’ Reflections: 

 
From Cornelia, Moldova: 

“Thank you very much for this opportunity to find out the new truth. I am impressed by the life of the 

True Parents and their eternal toil. Thanks to this wonderful seminar, which like a puzzle, united all 

the historical moments, the incomprehensible mysteries. I understood many new things and I will 

insist on practicing them, giving true love to everyone.”  



From Annette: 

“It was incredible from start to finish. It was a wonderful workshop. Every day I was so inspired and 

uplifted and refreshed and felt re-born. I am so grateful to all of you and so glad I could attend. It was 

a privilege and a daily experience of being with God and the incredible source of the DP. Our True 

Parents. You all brought such a wonderful gift to us every morning. Thank you just does not do justice 

to express how grateful I am. You all worked so hard. It was an incredible output of energy, deep 

wisdom, heart and care at each lecture.  I have downloaded all the lectures also. Thank you very 

much for taking the time to do this. They are a precious store to have and watch at any time and with 

our family. God bless you all.” 

 

From other participants: 

“Yesterday the lectures were truly great! Thank you Mr. Rainer.” 

“I am very grateful for the lecture on the World Wars. I could realize deeply how Heavenly Parent 

felt.” 

 

“We are so moved every day. Definitely God was talking through Giuseppe today. Something so deep 

in my heart was touched by his words. We realize how important is our responsibility today and the 

precious time we are living in.” 

 

“I felt how much challenges Heavenly Parents had to go through to send Jesus and how much have to 

be overcome in history. Despite of the difficult environment, Heaven broke through” 

 

From Michael: 

“I love the lectures of Mr. Crosthwaite. It’s as if he was there during Jesus’ course.” 

 

From Laurenc:  

“I always had the Feeling that my understanding of Jesus, this precious person, is insufficient, and 

longed for more. The lectures on this 15-day workshop were so strong and deep, so much heartistic 

knowledge was shared by our lecturers Giuseppe Cali and Ashley Crosthwaite, conveying the REAL 

situation of Jesus. I hope for all followers of Jesus to one day come to this deep understanding, to 

realize the suffering of God and Jesus. Thank you very much!” 

 


